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Limitations
AECOM Infrastructure and Environment Limited (“AECOM”) has prepared this Report for the sole use
of Third Energy UK Gas Limited (“Client”) in accordance with the terms and conditions of
appointment. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the professional advice included
in this Report or any other services provided by AECOM. This Report may not be relied upon by any
other party without the prior and express written agreement of AECOM.
Where any conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information
provided by others, it has been assumed that all relevant information has been provided by those
parties and that such information is accurate. Any such information obtained by AECOM has not been
independently verified by AECOM, unless otherwise stated in the Report. AECOM accepts no liability
for any inaccurate conclusions, assumptions or actions taken resulting from any inaccurate
information supplied to AECOM from others.
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by AECOM in providing its services
are outlined in this Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken between February and
April 2018 and is based on the conditions encountered and the information available during the said
period of time. The scope of this Report and the services are accordingly factually limited by these
circumstances. AECOM disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in
any matter affecting the Report, which may come or be brought to AECOM’s attention after the date of
the Report.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of Report

AECOM was instructed by MBH Environmental on behalf of Third Energy UK Gas Limited to carry out
an ecological appraisal, as part of a planning application to North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC)
for an extension of time for the operation of the existing Malton B (MNB) well site (the ‘Proposed
Development’). The MNB well site is located at Kirby Misperton Lane, Great Habton, Malton, North
Yorkshire centred on grid reference SE 761 768, and occupies approximately 0.7 ha.
The purpose of this report is to identify any ecology features within or adjacent to the well site
boundary, and to determine whether the Proposed Development could result in adverse effects on
habitats and/ or protected and notable species. Where necessary, mitigation and/ or compensation
requirements have been stated.

1.2

Site Description

The MNB well site was originally constructed in 1976 when the MN2 well was drilled, but was plugged
and abandoned shortly after drilling due to poor testing, and part of the well site returned to farmland.
MN3 well was drilled as a sidetrack to MN2 in 1980 and was also abandoned shortly after drilling.
MN4 well was drilled as a sidetrack to MN2 in 1985, and production of gas from the well started in
1994. The well site is surrounded by mature screening plantation woodland that was planted in 1995.
Various other consents are in place at MNB including for a sidetrack to the MN4 well, and reserved
matters relating to lighting and emissions monitoring at MNB.
The MNB well site is not currently producing gas, and the MN4 well is capped and suspended, with a
wellhead valve assembly in the drilling cellar below ground level. There is currently no process
equipment in place, although there is a small control room that is remotely linked to Knapton
Generating Station (KGS).
Habitat in the wider area is dominated by low-lying large arable fields in the floodplain of the River
Derwent and a fragmented hedgerow network. Man-made drainage ditches are common throughout
the area reflecting its position in the Derwent floodplain and low-lying Vale of Pickering. The Malton A
well site (MNA) is approximately 0.5 km south-west of MNB well site.

1.3

Proposed Development

The Proposed Development is for a variation of Condition 2 of Planning Permission
C3/06/00625/CPO/B for an extension to the operating period of the existing well site to continue
consented activities for a further 17 years from 2018 to 2035.
The Proposed Development will not result in any changes to the footprint of either the well site or its
access road, and there will be no changes to the currently consented operations within the well site.
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2.

Legislation and Planning Policy

2.1

Wildlife Legislation

The following wildlife legislation is potentially relevant to the proposed development:
·

Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 1981 (as amended)

·

Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW) Act 2000

·

Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006

·

The Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2017 (the Habitats Regulations)

·

Protection of Badgers Act 1992

·

The Hedgerow Regulations 1997

The above legislation has been considered when planning and undertaking this ecological appraisal
using the methods described in Section 3.
Further information on the requirements of the above legislation is provided as Appendix A.

2.2

National Planning Policy

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published on 27th March 2012 and details the
Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied.
The NPPF states the commitment of the UK Government to minimising impacts on biodiversity and
providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the Government’s commitment to
halt the overall decline in biodiversity. It specifies the obligations that the Local Authorities and the UK
Government have regarding statutory designated sites and protected species under UK and
international legislation and how this it to be delivered in the planning system. Protected or notable
habitats and species can be a material consideration in planning decisions and may therefore make
some sites unsuitable for particular types of development, or if development is permitted, mitigation
measures may be required to avoid or minimise impacts on certain habitats and species, or where
impact is unavoidable, compensation may be required.
Further information on the relevant parts of the NPPF is provided as Appendix A.

2.3

Local Planning Policy

The development plan for this area comprises the saved policies of the North Yorkshire Minerals
Local Plan (1997). Also of relevance is the publication draft Minerals and Waste Joint Plan, prepared
jointly by the City of York Council, the North York Moors National Park Authority and North Yorkshire
County Council, which is due to be adopted in 2018. Nature conservation policies within the Ryedale
Local Plan, Ryedale Local Plan Strategy and the Ryedale Local Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) have
also been reviewed.
The Ryedale Local Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) was prepared on behalf of the Ryedale Biodiversity
Steering Group by Ryedale District Council (Ryedale District Council, 2007). The Ryedale BAP
describes the wildlife resource of the area and identifies species and habitats that are of particular
significance in the county. The BAP outlines the objectives, targets and actions considered necessary
to protect and enhance the wildlife of the Ryedale district over the five year plan period. Although the
five year plan period has now expired, it is considered that the target species and habitats remain of
relevance when considering the district nature conservation resource, and therefore they have been
referred to as necessary in this assessment.
A summary of the relevant policies is provided in Table 2.2 below.
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Table 2.2: Summary of Relevant Local Planning Policies
Document

Planning Policy

Purpose

North Yorkshire Minerals
Plan 1997

Policy 4/6a

Nature conservation and habitat protection (local)

North Yorkshire Minerals
and Waste Joint Plan,
Issues and Options 2014

Para 8.9

Mirrors the requirement set out in the NPPF that minerals
operations should not have an unacceptable adverse impact
on the natural environment.

Ryedale Local Plan 2002

-

No relevant policies saved. Superseded by Local Plan
Strategy adopted in 2013.

Ryedale Local Plan
Strategy 2013

Policy SP14

Biodiversity
Sets out the strategy by which biodiversity in Ryedale will be
conserved, restored and enhanced. Measures listed in the
policy include minimising the fragmentation of habitats,
maximising opportunities for habitat enhancement,
improving ecological networks and Green Infrastructure
routes, requiring net biodiversity gain as part of new
development schemes and resisting development proposals
that would result in significant loss or harm to biodiversity in
Ryedale.
The policy also sets out the locations for targeted
investment in Ryedale, as well as stating that “loss or harm
to other nature conservation features would be avoided or
mitigated. Compensation will be sought for the loss or
damage to other nature conservation features which would
result from the development proposed”

3.

Methods

3.1

Desk Study

A desk study was carried out to identify nature conservation designations, and protected and notable
habitats and species potentially relevant to the Proposed Development.
A stratified approach is taken when defining a desk study area, based on the likely zone of influence
of the proposed development on different ecological receptors; and, an understanding of the
maximum distances typically considered by statutory consultees.
The desk study was carried out using the data sources detailed in Table 2. Protected and notable
habitats and species include those listed under Schedules 1, 5 and 8 of the WCA; Schedules 2 and 5
of the Habitats Regulations; species and habitats of principal importance for nature conservation in
England listed under section 41 (s41) of the NERC Act; and other species that are Nationally Rare,
Nationally Scarce or listed in national or local Red Data Lists and Biodiversity Action Plans. Data
returned from the local ecological records centre was screened to include only potentially relevant
records from the last 10 years.
Table 3.1: Desk Study Data Sources
Data Source

Accessed

Multi-Agency Geographic
Information for the Countryside
(MAGIC) website

March 2018

Data Obtained
· International statutory designations within 2 km
(unless otherwise stated).
· National statutory designations within 2 km.
· Woodlands listed on the Ancient Woodland Inventory
(AWI) and other notable habitats within 1 km.
· Information on habitats and habitat connections
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Data Source

Accessed

Data Obtained
(based on aerial photography) relevant to
interpretation of planning policy and assessment of
potential protected and notable species constraints.
· Previously granted EPSM protected species licences
within 1 km.

Local Biological Records Centre –
North & East Yorkshire Ecological
Data Centre (NEYEDC)

March 2018

Ordnance Survey 1:2500 Pathfinder March 2018
maps and aerial photography

3.2

· Non-statutory designations within 1 km
· Protected and notable species records within 1 km
(records for the last 10 years only)
· Information on habitats and habitat connections
(based on aerial photography) relevant to
interpretation of planning policy and assessment of
potential protected and notable species constraints

Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey

An extended Phase 1 Habitat survey was undertaken in accordance with the standard survey method
(Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2010). Phase 1 Habitat survey is a standard method of
environmental audit. It involves categorising different habitat types and habitat features within a
survey area. The information gained from the survey can be used to determine the likely ecological
value of a site, and to direct any more specific survey work which may need to be carried out prior to
the submission of a planning application. The standard Phase 1 Habitat survey method was
“extended” to record target notes on protected, notable and invasive species, and habitats with the
potential to support them.
The survey was undertaken on 16th March 2018 by a suitably qualified AECOM ecologist who
recorded and mapped all habitat types present within the survey area, along with any associated
relevant ecological receptors observed. The survey area encompassed all safely accessible parts of
the site and adjacent habitats to a maximum distance of 50m, where access permission had been
granted in advance of survey, or this land was visible from within the site boundary or from public
rights of way, or other publicly accessible areas.
Where relevant ecological receptors were present, target notes were recorded and the position of
these shown on the Phase 1 Habitat map (Figure 3). Typical and notable plant species were recorded
for different habitat types and reflect the conditions at the time of survey. This was not intended to be
a detailed inventory of the plant species present in the survey area, as this is not required for the
purposes of Phase 1 Habitat survey.

3.3

Protected and Notable Species Habitat Appraisal

An appraisal was made of the potential suitability of the habitats present to support protected and
notable species of plants or animals (as defined in Section 2.1). Field signs, habitat features with
potential to support protected species and any sightings or auditory evidence were recorded when
encountered.
Prior to undertaking the extended Phase 1 Habitat survey, aerial photography and 1:25,000 Ordnance
Survey mapping were examined to attempt to identify all ponds within 250 m of the site. This is the
typical terrestrial range of GCN from their breeding ponds (English Nature, 2001). This process could
not guarantee to definitively identify all ponds present, but is the best that can be achieved within the
limits of available data. Specific searches were made for ponds within and adjacent to the site when
undertaking the extended Phase 1 Habitat survey.
A note was made of visible instances of invasive non-native plant species listed under Schedule 9 of
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), including Japanese knotweed (Fallopia
japonica). Locations of plants or stands of any such invasive non-native plant species found were
recorded.
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Section 5 of this report identifies further requirements for species survey based on the results of the
habitat survey. These surveys should be completed prior to submission of a planning application as
the results are likely to be material for determination of the planning application.

3.4

Limitations

The aim of a desk study is to help characterise the baseline context of a proposed development and
provide valuable background information that would not be captured by a single site survey alone.
Information obtained during the course of a desk study is dependent upon people and organisations
having made and submitted records for the area of interest. As such, a lack of records for a particular
habitats or species does not necessarily mean that the habitats or species do not occur in the study
area. Likewise, the presence of records for particular habitats and species does not automatically
mean that these still occur within the area of interest or are relevant in the context of the proposed
development.
The Phase 1 habitat survey and appraisal of potential suitability of habitats to support protected and
notable species was undertaken during the winter months; whilst this does not invalidate the survey
results it will reduce confidence in the surveys abilities to determine the presence of an ecological
receptor on site. However, there is an abundance of data on this particular site gathered over several
years’ of previous Phase 1 Habitat surveys, and therefore this is not considered to represent a
limitation to the undertaking of the appraisal.
The recording of invasive non-native plant species listed on Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act was constrained by the time of year that the survey was undertaken. Most such
species are not visible or cannot be reliably mapped outside the growing season (May to September),
and some species are only apparent during certain months. Populations of annual plant species may
fluctuate markedly between years dependent on the growing conditions present in any given season.
Where habitat boundaries coincide with physical boundaries recorded on OS maps the resolution is
as determined by the scale of mapping. Elsewhere, habitat mapping is as estimated in the field and/or
recorded by hand-held GPS. Where areas of habitat are given they are approximate and should be
verified by measurement on site where required for design or construction.
While indicative locations of trees are recorded this does not replace requirements for detailed
specialist arboricultural survey to British Standard 5837:2012 Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition
and Construction.

4.

Desk Study Results

4.1

Nature Conservation Designations

4.1.1

Statutory Designations

The ecological impact assessment completed for the consented KMA hydraulic fracture application,
which is at KMA well site approximately 2.2 km north of MNB well site, extended the desk study
search for statutory designated sites to 15 km, due to the potential for pathways via emissions to air
and surface water pollution arising from that development. The assessment scoped in the North York
Moors Special Area of Conservation (SAC)/ Special Protection Area (SPA)/ Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI), which was approximately 12.5 km north of the KMA well site, and the River Derwent
SAC/ SSSI, which was approximately 6.8 km south-east of the KMA well site.
Given that there will be no change in aerial emissions arising from the Proposed Development,
because the application is seeking only to extend the lifetime of the existing consent for continued
operation of the well site, there is no pathway by which the Proposed Development could give rise to
aerial emissions that are environmentally worse than the consented operations. On this basis, there
is no pathway by which the North York Moors SAC/ SPA/ SSSI could be affected by the Proposed
Development, and these designations are not considered further.
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There is a field drainage ditch adjacent to the well site, and this ditch along with surrounding ditch
network ultimately flows into the River Derwent (either via Ackland Beck and Costa Beck, or via the
River Rye), and therefore there is a potential pathway for impacts on the SAC/ SSSI. This
designation has therefore been considered in the appraisal as a precaution, despite being outside the
typical search radius for statutory designated sites (2 km).
There is no potential for impacts via surface water or groundwater pathways to The Ings, Amotherby
SSSI because the fen-meadow habitat is separated from the well site by the River Rye. There are
therefore no pathways by which the SSSI could be affected by the Proposed Development, and this
designation is not considered further.
The sites are summarised in Table 4.1 and mapped on Figure 2.
Table 4.1: Statutory Nature Conservation Designations within Study Area
Designation

Grid Ref

Approx.
Distance from
Well Site

Reason(s) for Designations

River Derwent SAC SE 704 474

6.3 km south-east The site is designed for the presence of river lamprey
(Lampetra fluviatilis) sea lamprey (Petromyzon
marinus), bullhead (Cottus gobio) and otter (Lutra lutra).

River Derwent
SSSI

SE 900 876
and SE 903
879

6.3 km south-east Represents one of the best British examples of the
classic river profile, and supports diverse nationally
significant communities of aquatic flora and fauna.
Particularly rich aquatic invertebrate fauna, as well as
diverse fish and breeding bird communities and resident
otter population. In the winter the lower Derwent is vital
for the internationally important Bewick’s Swan
population at Derwent Ings.

The Ings,
Amotherby SSSI

SE 759 752

1.3 km south

4.1.2

Fen-meadow habitat comprising approximately 18ha on
alluvial soils in the floodplain of the River Rye. One of
the largest continuous fen-meadows in North Yorkshire

Non-statutory Designations

There are no non-statutory designated sites within the 1 km desk study area.

4.2

Protected and Notable Species

4.2.1

NEYEDC Data

No records of protected or notable species were returned for the 1 km search radius of this well site.

5.

Field Survey Results

5.1

Phase 1 Habitat Survey

The MNB site is an existing well site and the majority of the area within the site boundary is occupied
by hardstanding well pads supporting the MNB well. The site is surrounded by low landscape bunds
planted with screening woodland surrounding all boundaries of the well site, which are now well
established having been planted in the mid-1990s. The well pad is enclosed by a chain link fence.
The screen planting comprises oak (Quercus Sp.), alder (Alnus glutinosa), hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna), hazel (Coryllus avellana) and willow (Salix sp.) and includes predominantly hawthorn
Prepared for: Third Energy UK Gas Limited
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hedges which run along the western and eastern boundaries. The western hedge runs parallel with a
drainage ditch and Kirby Misperton Lane.
The access track to the site entrance also serves as access to the arable field east of the site and
held shallow water during the survey. It would appear the track holds water consistently as water
cress (Nasturtium officinale) was found growing within it.
The roadside drainage ditch to the east of the site appears well managed in that the channel was free
of vegetation in the channel of from the banks although water levels were high during the survey.
MNB well site is located within an arable landscape with the immediately adjacent habitats all being
arable fields.
No invasive species listed under Section 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (amended) were
recorded on site.

5.2

Protected and Notable Species

No protected or notable species were recorded on the Site during the survey and the habitats on site
have negligible potential to support such species, being dominated by the hardstanding and
infrastructure of the operational well site.
Habitats surrounding the well site have the potential to support protected or notable species, and a
summary of the appraisal is provided in the paragraphs below.
5.2.1

Great Crested Newt

The desk study returned no records of great crested newts (GCN) within 1 km of the MNB wellsite.
Ordnance Survey 1:25000 mapping and aerial photography show no waterbodies within 500m of the
well site. Therefore no suitable GCN habitats are present within the wider survey area and as a result
this species is not considered any further.
5.2.2

Breeding Birds

The screening plantation and hedgerows around the MNB site offer nesting opportunities for common
woodland bird species such as blackbird (Turdus merula), robin (Erithacus rubecula) and goldcrest
(Regulus regulus). The trees are currently semi-mature and as such will only begin to offer more
opportunities for nesting birds such as hole-nesting species like blue tit (Cyanistes caerulus) and
great tit (Parus major) as they mature further.
5.2.3

Bats

NEYEDC returned no desk study records of bats within 1 km of the site.
Whilst the arable fields that surround the site offer sub-optimal foraging habitat for bats, the site is
linked to the wider area by well maintained and in-tact hedgerows which bats may use as commuting
or foraging routes.
On the opposite side of Kirby Misperton Lane to the well site are two large mature oak trees which
have the potential to support features suitable for roosting bats.
5.2.4

Badger

There are no desk study records of badger within 1 km of the site. No badger field signs such as
setts, latrines or footprints were recorded during the survey or immediately adjacent to site.
The majority of the site offers no habitat for badger. The bunds around the site are low and the ditch
located too close to the roadside to offer suitable sett building locations. Badgers may forage in
habitats in the wider area (and have been recorded in the desk study search area for MNA well site,
approximately 0.5 km south of MNB).
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5.2.5

Water Vole

The desk study did not return any records of water vole (Arvicola amphibius) within the study area.
The drainage ditches, one which runs along the west of the site and parallel with Kirby Misperton
Lane, and the other which borders the northern edge of the well site and runs through neighbouring
arable fields, have potential to support water vole. The management of the roadside ditch particularly
may result in an absence of suitable food plants, because it appears to be regularly managed to
remove vegetation and maintain its drainage function. However, there is potential for this species to
be present in the ditches.
5.2.6

Otter

Otter (Lutra lutra) is known to be present on the River Derwent and is a qualifying feature of the River
Derwent SAC, the nearest part of which lies approximately 6.3 km south-east of MNB well site. Given
the known presence of this species on the main river in the catchment, it is concluded that otter may
also be present on other suitable tributaries and watercourses (including field drainage ditches) in the
wider local area. The River Rye is approximately 0.95 km to the south of the well site and connects
with the network of ditches and field drains in the wider area. As a result the field drains at the
boundaries of the site have the potential to be used by otters on passage, but do not support habitats
suitable for holt building or resting up. Any otters using the ditches would do so on a temporary,
transitory basis only.
5.2.7

White-clawed Crayfish

The desk study returned no records of white-clawed crayfish (Austropotamobius pallipes) from the 1
km search radius. The species is known to be present on the River Derwent and its tributaries;
however the ditches at the site boundaries are not suitable for the species, being free of suitable
substrates and liable to dry out. The species is therefore not considered any further in this
assessment.
5.2.8

Other Species

The arable farmland surrounding the well site has the potential to support brown hare (Lepus
europeaus) and the small wooded copses in the wider local area may support a resident population of
roe deer (Capreolus capreolus). There is no suitable habitat for these species on site, and the
presence of a high security weld mesh security fence around the well site precludes their presence
within the operational area of the well site. On this basis, these species are not considered further in
this report.
There is no suitable habitat for reptiles either on or surrounding the well site and no further
consideration is given to reptiles.
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5.3

Summary

A summary of the known or potential ecology features in habitats on and surrounding the MNB well
site is provided in Table 5.1 below.

GCN

Present /
Potentially
Present in
Wider Zone of
Influence?

ü

Present on
Site?

ü

Other Notable
Species?

Species of
Principal
Importance?

Species

Legally
Protected
Species?

Table 5.1: Protected and notable species relevant or potentially relevant to the Proposed
Development

O

O

?

No desk study records within 1 km.
No ponds within 500m of the well site and no suitable terrestrial habitat within the operational
area of the MNB well site.
Breeding birds

P

O

O

P

P

No suitable nesting habitat within operational area of well site. Potential nesting habitat in
mature screening plantation surrounding well site.
Bats

P

P

O

O

?

No suitable foraging or roosting habitat within operational area of well site. Potential roosting
habitat in mature trees along Kirby Misperton Lane (on opposite side of road to well site).
Low numbers of common species foraging/ commuting along woodland edge, ditch and
hedgerow habitats surrounding the well site.
Badger

P

O

O

O

?

No suitable habitat within the well site boundary.
No field evidence in habitats surrounding the well site. May forage in the wider local area.
Water vole

P

P

O

O

?

O

P

No suitable habitat within the well site boundary.
Adjacent ditches may be suitable for this species.

Otter

P

P

O

No suitable habitat within the well site boundary.
Otter is a qualifying feature of the River Derwent SAC, which is approximately 6.3 km south-east
of the well site. Otters may be present in field drainage ditches in the wider local area on an
occasional and transitory basis when moving between catchments.

White-clawed
crayfish

P

P

O

O

P

No suitable habitat within well site boundary.
Present in the River Derwent and catchment. Ditches adjacent to the well site are part of the
wider Derwent catchment, but do not provide suitable habitat for white-clawed crayfish.
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Present /
Potentially
Present in
Wider Zone of
Influence?

P

Present on
Site?

O

Other Notable
Species?

Species of
Principal
Importance?

Species

Legally
Protected
Species?
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O

O

?

O

P

No suitable habitat within well site boundary.
May be breeding/ foraging in surrounding arable farmland.
Roe deer

O

O

O

No suitable habitat within well site boundary.
Observed in wider local area and likely to be resident in wooded copses and foraging in arable
farmland surrounding the well site.
Key to symbols: ü = yes, x = no, ? = possibly, see Supporting Comments for further rationale.
Species present on site are those for which recent direct observation or field signs confirmed presence. Species
which are possibly present are those for which there is potentially suitable habitat based on the results of the
Phase 1 Habitat survey, or this combined with desk study records.
Legally protected species are those listed under Schedules 1, 5 and 8 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
(as amended); and, Schedules 2 and 4 of The Conservation of Habitat & Species Regulations 2010 (as
amended).
Species of Principal Importance as those listed under Section 41 of the NERC Act. Planning Authorities have a
legal duty under Section 40 of the same Act to consider such species when determining planning applications.
Other notable species include native species of conservation concern listed in the LBAP (except species that are
also of Principal Importance), those that are Nationally Rare, Scarce or Red Data List, and non-native controlled
weed species listed under Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

6.

Potential Effects on Flora and Fauna

6.1

Summary of Potential Effects

The application seeks planning permission for continued operation of the MNB well site. Because the
well site already exists and the wells have been drilled, the potential for any pathways for impacts on
protected or notable habitats and species arising from the Proposed Development is negligible. The
application is not seeking permission for any changes to the footprint of the MNB well site or its
access track. However, for completeness, potential impacts have been re-examined and the previous
ecological appraisal updated as appropriate to demonstrate that a robust consideration of all potential
source-receptor pathways has been completed.
For completeness and to demonstrate that all source-receptor pathways have been fully identified and
re-assessed, the scope of the updated ecological assessment has considered:
·

Potential impacts on habitats and species that are qualifying features of the River Derwent SAC/
SSSI;

·

Potential disturbance to breeding birds;

·

Potential disturbance to bats;

·

Potential disturbance to foraging badger; and

·

Potential disturbance to brown hare.
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6.2

Potential Impacts on River Derwent SAC/ SSSI

6.2.1

Potential Surface Water Pollution

There is the potential for the uncontrolled release of contaminated surface run-off from the well site to
reach the field drainage ditch network to the south, which drains to the River Rye and ultimately the
River Derwent. Should a pollution event occur, there is the potential for damage to the SAC/ SSSI
habitats and the species they support. However, the existing surface water drainage arrangement has
been designed and implemented to prevent pollution to the adjacent ditch network.
The MNB well pad is clay lined, and during routine operational activities surface water run-off is
discharged to ground via an oil interceptor, which is checked daily for oil and grease. This is fitted
with an isolation valve, and during higher risk activities such as workovers, any surface water run-off
not confirmed as free from contamination is captured and removed from the well site by a licensed
waste contractor. Only clean surface water run-off is therefore discharged from the well site.
Production equipment located on the well pad, although not currently in use, is individually contained.
Consequently, it is assessed that there is a negligible risk for impacts on downstream riparian
habitats, and the qualifying species they support (otter, river lamprey, sea lamprey and bullhead),
associated with the River Derwent SAC/ SSSI as a result of surface water pollution.
6.2.2

Potential Groundwater Pollution

The existing wells were constructed to industry best practice standards to prevent vertical migration of
fluids between different hydrostratigraphic units, with each casing string cemented and pressure
tested upon completion. The well therefore provides a permanent physical barrier between shallow
groundwater present in the top c. 300m used for potable and other supplies, and the highly saline
formation water and hydrocarbons present at >1000m depth beneath the Mercia Mudstone Group.
The low permeability and thickness of the Mercia Mudstone Group between the groundwater aquifers
prevents upward or downward vertical migration between the hydrostratigraphic units. Under normal
operational conditions there is therefore no pathway by which the proposed development could result
in adverse effects on groundwater.
During operations, there would only be a source-receptor pathway into the shallow groundwater if
there was a catastrophic failure of the well casing. This is very unlikely given that the well was
constructed to comply with Environmental Permitting regulations and best practice construction
methodology. There was also cement seal and integrity testing during the original exploration phase.
The well has been subject to ongoing monitoring and maintenance in accordance with the permit for
operation, and although there is currently no gas production from the well, the site remains subject to
routine daily checks.
6.2.3

Potential Disturbance to Otter

There is no risk of disturbance to otter from a continuation of consented operations at the well site,
which includes temporary increases in light and noise emissions associated with periodic workovers.
The ditches adjacent to the site are unsuitable for anything more than transitory use by otter and are
subject to regular disturbance due to their proximity to the road. It is reasonable to assume there
would be no risk of increased disturbance to otters as a result of changes to lighting or an increase in
noise levels. There are therefore no pathways for disturbance to otter arising from the Proposed
Development.

6.3

Potential Disturbance to Breeding Birds

There will be no changes to the proposed operational activity within the well site and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that any breeding birds present and nesting in the adjacent screening
woodland and hedgerow are habituated to current levels of activity on the well site, which includes
temporary increases in light and noise emissions associated with periodic workovers. Already
consented workover activity on the well site would not result in disturbance to any of the potential
nesting habitat within the screening woodlands and birds will already be habituated to human activity
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within the well site and in the surrounding arable land. There is therefore no pathway by which the
Proposed Development could result in disturbance to breeding birds.

6.4

Potential Disturbance to Bats

6.4.1

Roosting

The Proposed Development will not result in any felling/ pruning or modification to mature trees along
Kirby Misperton Lane that could support roosting bats.
There will be no changes to the proposed operational activity within the well site and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that any roosting bats in the mature trees close to the well site and access
track will be habituated to current levels of activity, which includes temporary increases in light and
noise emissions associated with periodic workovers. The trees with potential to support roosting bats
which are located to the west of the site are on the opposite side of the road, and thus sufficiently far
from and screened from the site to not be affected by those already consented activities. There is
therefore no pathway by which the Proposed Development could result in disturbance to roosting
bats.
6.4.2

Foraging

There will be no changes to the proposed operational activity within the well site and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that any bats foraging/ commuting in habitats surrounding the well site are
habituated to current levels of activity on the well site and periodic nocturnal lighting of the site
associated with consented operations, which includes temporary increases in light and noise
emissions associated with periodic workovers. There is therefore no pathway by which the Proposed
Development could result in disturbance to foraging/ commuting bats.

6.5

Potential Disturbance to Foraging Badger

There will be no changes to the proposed operational activity within the well site and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that any badgers foraging in habitats surrounding the well site are habituated
to current levels of activity on the well site and nocturnal lighting of the site, which includes temporary
increases in light and noise emissions associated with periodic workovers. There is therefore no
pathway by which the Proposed Development could result in disturbance to foraging badgers.

6.6

Potential Disturbance to Brown Hare

There will be no changes to the proposed operational activity within the well site and therefore it is
reasonable to assume that any brown hares breeding in arable farmland surrounding the well site are
habituated to current levels of activity on the well site and periodic nocturnal lighting of the site
associated with consented operations, which includes temporary increases in light and noise
emissions associated with periodic workovers. There is therefore no pathway by which the Proposed
Development could result in disturbance to breeding brown hares.

6.7

Habitats Regulations Assessment

No pathways have been identified by which the Proposed Development could give rise to adverse
effects on the designated features of the River Derwent SAC. It is reasonable to conclude that
sufficient evidence has been presented in this appraisal to allow a screening conclusion of no Likely
Significant Effects under the Habitats Regulations. A separate report to inform HRA screening has
therefore not been prepared.
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7.

Mitigation and Enhancement

7.1

Embedded Mitigation

7.1.1

Well Integrity

This risk is, and will continue to be, adequately mitigated through mechanisms applied by the Health
and Safety Executive and the Environment Agency, whereby the design of wells is regulated under
the Offshore Installations and Wells (Design and Construction, etc.) Regulations 1996 (DCR1996) and
the Environmental Permitting Regulations. Best practice construction methodology, cement seal and
formation integrity testing is applied during the exploration phase, as well as monitoring and
maintenance of the well in accordance with the permit during production testing and production
operations.

7.1.2

Surface Water Drainage

As discussed above in the impact assessment, there is embedded mitigation in the drainage design,
the requirements for which are controlled by the Environmental Permit for the site issued by the
Environment Agency. These standard control measures will ensure that the operation of the surface
water drainage system will continue to minimise the risk of surface water pollution to the adjacent
ditch.

7.2

Habitat and Protected Species Mitigation

No mitigation for the Proposed Development is proposed because there will be no impacts on ecology
receptors as a result of the continuation of operations at MNA well site.

7.3

Site Restoration

The restoration phase will take place following completion of the works and cessation of operational
activities at the well site. Restoration of the site is a condition of the current consent (planning
condition 19). Site restoration will be completed in accordance with a Site Closure and Restoration
plan to the specification of the landowner, and it is reasonable to assume that the site will be restored
to its current agricultural land use upon cessation of works at the well site.
The restoration of the Site is unlikely to result in any additional impacts on habitats or protected
species beyond the Site boundary that have not already been identified and assessed. However, as
a precaution, an updated ecology survey will be undertaken prior to the commencement of site
restoration works to ensure that any protected species mitigation requirements are identified. The
requirement for ecological mitigation should be appraised against the legislative protection afforded to
protected species at the point in the future in which site restoration is undertaken.
Post-abandonment monitoring of the well site would be carried out in accordance with United
Kingdom Onshore Oil & Gas Group (UKOOG) guidance on post decommissioning environmental
monitoring (including for methane and water quality). The purpose of the monitoring will be to ensure
and demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Regulators that the decommissioning of the borehole(s) has
been successfully completed and that the site has been restored to its pre-existing condition.

7.4

Habitat Enhancements

Although the operational activity at the site will not change and be no new impacts on ecological
features, it is considered proportionate to make efforts to enhance the habitats at a low level. As such
it is recommended that 5 No. new bird boxes be installed within the screen plantation to enhance the
suitability of the semi-mature plantation for nesting birds.
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Appendix A Wildlife Legislation and Planning Policy
Wildlife Legislation
The Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended)
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) is the major domestic legal instrument for wildlife protection
in the UK, and is the primary means by which the following are implemented:
·

The Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (‘the Bern Convention’); and

·

The Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild birds (the ‘Bird Directive’)

The main relevant provisions of the Act are the allowance for the protection of the most important habitats and
species by designating SSSIs, a level of protection to all nesting wild birds and species bird species under
Schedule 1.
Wild Birds
The Act makes it an offence (with exception to species listed in Schedule 2) to intentionally:
·

kill, injure, or take any wild bird,

·

take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is in use or being built (also [take, damage
or destroy the nest of a wild bird included in Schedule ZA1] under the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act 2006), or

·

take or destroy an egg of any wild bird.

Special penalties are available for offences related to birds listed on Schedule 1, for which there are additional
offences of disturbing these birds at their nests, or their dependent young. The Secretary of State may also
designate Areas of Special Protection (subject to exceptions) to provide further protection to birds. The Act also
prohibits certain methods of killing, injuring, or taking birds, restricts the sale and possession of captive bred
birds, and sets standards for keeping birds in captivity.
The WCA requires the prosecuting authority to prove that an offence was intentional, however the Countryside
and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000 (see below) strengthens the provisions of the WCA by introducing an
additional offence of “reckless” disturbance, which means that ignorance of the presence of a protected species
cannot be used as a reliable defence should a breach of the WCA be committed. The Natural Environment and
Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 (see below) strengthens the WCA further with respect to the protection of
the nests of certain birds listed on Schedule Z1A, even when they are not in use. The NERC Act also offers
additional protection to birds released into the wild as part of a repopulation programme and provides minor
amendments to the WCA with respect to captive birds.
Other Animals
The Act makes it an offence (subject to exceptions) to intentionally kill, injure or take any wild animal listed on
Schedule 5, and prohibits interference with places used for shelter or protection, or intentionally disturbing
animals occupying such places. The Act also prohibits certain methods of killing, injuring, or taking wild animals.
Flora, Fungi and Lichens
The Act makes it an offence (subject to exceptions) to intentionally) pick, uproot or destroy:
·

any wild plant listed in Schedule 8, or

·

unless an authorised person, to intentionally uproot any wild plant not included in Schedule 8,

·

to sell, offer or expose for sale, or possess (for the purposes of trade), any live or dead wild plant included in
Schedule 8, or any part of, or anything derived from, such a plant.

Non-native Species
The Act contains measures for preventing the establishment of non-native species which may be detrimental to
native wildlife, prohibiting the release of animals and planting of plants listed in Schedule 9 in England and
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Wales. It also provides a mechanism making any of the above offences legal through the granting of licences by
the appropriate authorities.
The Countryside and Rights of Way (CroW) Act, 2000
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 applies to England and Wales only. Part III of the Act deals
specifically with wildlife protection and nature conservation.
The Act places a duty on Government Departments and the National Assembly for Wales to have regard for the
conservation of biodiversity and maintain lists of species and habitats for which conservation steps should be
taken or promoted, in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity.
Schedule 9 of the Act amends SSSI provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, including provisions to
change SSSIs and provide increased powers for their protection and management. The provisions extend
powers for entering into management agreements; place a duty on public bodies to further the conservation and
enhancement of SSSIs; increases penalties on conviction where the provisions are breached; and introduce a
new offence whereby third parties can be convicted for damaging SSSIs. To ensure compliance with the Human
Rights Act 1998, appeal processes are introduced with regards to the notification, management and protection of
SSSIs.
Schedule 12 of the Act amends the species provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, strengthening
the legal protection for threatened species. The provisions make certain offences 'arrestable', create a new
offence of reckless disturbance, confer greater powers to police and wildlife inspectors for entering premises and
obtaining wildlife tissue samples for DNA analysis, and enable heavier penalties on conviction of wildlife offences.
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act, 2006
The Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act came into force on 1st Oct 2006. Section 41 (S41)
of the Act requires the Secretary of State to publish a list of habitats and species which are of principal
importance for the conservation of biodiversity in England. The list has been drawn up in consultation with
Natural England, as required by the Act.
The S41 list is used to guide decision-makers such as public bodies, including local and regional authorities, in
implementing their duty under section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, to have
regard to the conservation of biodiversity in England, when carrying out their normal functions.
Fifty-six habitats of principal importance are included on the S41 list. These are all the habitats in England that
were identified as requiring action in the (now withdrawn) UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP) and continue to
be regarded as conservation priorities in the subsequent UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework. They include
terrestrial habitats such as upland hay meadows to lowland mixed deciduous woodland, and freshwater and
marine habitats such as ponds and subtidal sands and gravels.
There are 943 species of principal importance included on the S41 list, including 49 species of bird. These are
the species found in England which were identified as requiring action under the (now withdrawn) UK BAP and
which continue to be regarded as conservation priorities under the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework. In
addition, the hen harrier has also been included on the list because without continued conservation action it is
unlikely that the hen harrier population will increase from its current very low levels in England.
Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations, 2017
The original Regulations transposed from the EU Directive on Natural Habitats, and Wild Fauna and Flora
9/43/EEC into domestic legislation. Amendments in 2007 and 2009 addressed a number of gaps and
inconsistencies in the original legislation and provided a greater legal certainty and clarity in a number of areas.
In April 2010 the Regulations were brought up to date to consolidate changes made since 1994, and a further
consolidation of various amendments has most recently been adopted in 2017. The Regulations afford a high
level of protection to a variety of species that are considered important at a European scale. The Regulations
identify European Protected Species and various habitats of importance within the European Union, with
important sites for these habitats/species or both being designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and
important sites for birds being designated as Special Protection Areas (SPAs). Any proposed development that
may have a significant effect on a SAC or a SPA should be assessed in relation to the site’s ‘conservation
objectives’, i.e. the reasons for which the site is designated.
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The new Regulations simplified the species protection regime to better reflect the Habitats Directive, providing a
clear legal basis for surveillance and monitoring of European Protected Species (EPS). The Regulations also
amended the WCA, updating Schedules 5 and 8 to consider provisions made by the Habitat Regulations 1994 in
relation to the protection of EPS. They also offered further clarification to Part 4 of Section 9 considering
“reckless” offences on wild animals, which was previously amended by the CROW Act 2000.
In 2012, the Regulations were further amended to place new duties on public bodies to take measures to
preserve, maintain and re-establish habitat for wild birds. They were also amended to ensure certain provision of
the Habitats Directive and the Birds Directive were transposed clearly and Section 15 was amended to make
clear that Local Nature Reserves can be designated for re-establishing bird habitat.
The Protection of Badgers Act 1992
Badgers and their setts (burrows) are protected under the Act. This makes it an offence to kill or take a badger, to
cruelly ill-treat a badger, or to interfere with a badger sett, including disturbing a badger while it is occupying a
sett.
Licences to permit otherwise prohibited actions can be granted under section 10 of the Act for various purposes.
This includes licences to interfere with a badger sett for the purpose of development as defined by section 55(1)
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
Licences may be granted in order to close down setts, or parts of setts, prior to development or to permit
activities close to a badger sett that might result in disturbance. A licence will be required if a sett is likely to be
damaged or destroyed in the course of development or if the badger(s) occupying the sett will be disturbed.
Licences can be applied for at any time, but a licence for development will not normally be issued unless full
planning permission has been granted. The closure of setts under licence is normally only permitted during July
to November, inclusive.
The Hedgerow Regulations 1997
The intention of the Act is to protect important countryside hedges from destruction or damage. The Act does not
apply where planning permission has been granted. There are various other exemptions under the Act, including:
·

to make a new opening in substitution for an existing one that gives access to land. For example, a gate.
However, the old opening must be filled in within 8 months;

·

to obtain access to land where other means are not available or are only available at disproportionate cost;

·

for the proper management of the hedgerow. This means real management, such as coppicing. But if the
hedgerow is deliberately 'over-managed' this might qualify as removal.

If the proposed works are not exempt or subject to a current planning permission then the landowner must serve
a Hedgerow Removal Notice in writing on their local planning authority. The authority then has 42 days (which
period can be extended if the applicant agrees) to determine whether or not the hedge is considered 'important'
under the regulations, and if so, whether or not to issue a Hedgerow Retention Notice. The local authority does
not have to issue a Retention Notice, even if the hedgerow counts as important. If they do not issue a notice for
an important hedge this is often on condition that certain things are done, e.g. reinstatement or replanting to a
certain standard, or creation of an equivalent boundary elsewhere.

National Planning Policy Framework
The NPPF came into being in March 2012, relevant sections are as follows:
Section 11 of the NPPF relates specifically to “Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment”. Paragraph
109 states that “The planning system should contribute and enhance the natural and local environment by:
·

Protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils;

·

Recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services;

·

Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the
Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity, including by establishing coherent
ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures;
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·

Preventing both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from,
or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land instability; and

·

Remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and unstable land, where
appropriate.”

Paragraph 113 states that “Local Planning Authorities should set criteria based policies against which proposals
for any development on or affecting protected wildlife or geodiversity sites or landscape areas will be judged.
Distinctions should be made between the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated sites, so that
protection is commensurate with their status and gives appropriate weight to their importance and the
contribution that they make to wider ecological networks”. Referenced here is ODPM Circular 06/2005, which
provides further guidance re the hierarchical approach and the Circular remains extant in its entirety within the
NPPF.
Paragraph 118 states that “When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to
conserve and enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles:
·

if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site
with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning
permission should be refused

·

proposed development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest likely to have an
adverse effect on a Site of Special Scientific Interest (either individually or in combination with other
developments) should not normally be permitted. Where an adverse effect on the site’s notified special
interest is likely, an exception should only be made where the benefits of the development, at this site,
clearly outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have on the features of the site that make it of special
scientific interest and any broader impacts on the national network of Sites of Special Scientific Interest;

·

development proposals where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be
permitted;

·

opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be encouraged;

·

planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable
habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland,
unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss; and

·

the following wildlife sites should be given the same protection as European sites: potential Special
Protection Areas and possible Special Areas of Conservation; listed or proposed Ramsar sites; and sites
identified, or required, as compensatory measures for adverse effects on European sites, potential Special
Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of Conservation, and listed or proposed Ramsar sites.”

Paragraph 119 states “The presumption in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 14) does not apply
where development requiring appropriate assessment under the Birds or Habitats Directive is being considered,
planned or determined.”
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Appendix B Site Photographs

Photograph 1: Western boundary of the well site showing screen plantation to Kirby Misperton Lane.

Photograph 2: Well site access track with screening plantation to the right and tree-line to left.
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Photograph 3: Ditch along western boundary and Kirby Misperton Lane

Photograph 4: Southern boundary screening plantation
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Photograph 5: Screening plantation/ hedgerow on eastern boundary with arable fields
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Figure 1 Site Location Plan
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Figure 2 Statutory and Non-statutory Designated Sites
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Figure 3 Phase 1 Habitat Map
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